REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 12-RFI-0005

Office of Naval research, Air Warfare and Naval Weapons Applications Division Future Naval Capability Survey of Industry Science and Technology Investments

Amendment 1
25 April 2012

The purpose of this Amendment is to provide a copy of the PowerPoint Quad Chart for presentation information associated with the 27 April 2012 Industry Day.

Questions/Technical Point of Contact:

Ken Heeke
Code 35 FNC Team Lead
Air Warfare and Naval Weapons Applications Division
Code 352
875 N. Randolph St., Arlington, VA  22203
kenneth.heeke@navy.mil

Or:

Roger Sullivan
Program Officer
Air Warfare and Naval Weapons Applications Division
Code 352
875 N. Randolph St., Arlington, VA  22203
roger.sullivan@navy.mil
**Technical Description:**

**Include:**
- Succinct / comprehensible description of the S&T content and purpose for technology to be delivered
- Estimated Start and End TRLs
- Characterization of overall technical risk
- Number of years for development (3-5)
- ROM Total Cost
- D&I/S&T program on which the FNC proposal would be based (if known)

**Technical Point of Contact:**

**Include:** Name(s) / Organization / Telephone / Email

**FNC Gap(s):** Based on Gov't brief, the proposed technology addresses which Gap(s)?

All Gap information requires special handling in addition to requirements of classification guidelines:
- Unclassified Gap numbers and titles require NIPERnet encryption.
- If unable to comply with encryption, please leave Gap blank and contact us.

**Technology Driver:**

- Identify (as applicable):
  - Fleet / Force capability need.
  - If Roadmap requirement exists, so state.

**Operational Impact / Benefit to Warfighter:**

Identify (as applicable):
- New Capabilities Delivered
- Improvements in Current Performance

Try to capture:
- Cost Savings / Bang for the Buck
- Military Utility

**Transition Target Acquisition Program(s):**

Identify to the extent possible:
- Name of Target Acquisition Program of Record, or
- Name of Target New Start Acquisition Program
- Program Office and Program POC (name / telephone / email)